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The problems oJ determining the axial ratio of biological mac'romolecules in sohttion employitrg the ellipsoid oJ
reoolution as u model are discussed and unalysed in terms oJ the sensitiuities ol the uarious uolume-irulependent

Junctions arailable. It is shown that ouer the whole range oJ'ctxiul ratio only the R function (Rowe, 1977) is
applicable, but the newly deriuetl il and AJilnt'tions may hare upplication to macromolecules ttf uxial ratio > 3.
The widely employed []Jinction is shown to be entirell,urutsable in terms oJ the tleJined criteria.
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Introduction

X-ray crystallography, where applicable, is by far the most
accurate method for determining the conformation of
macromolecules. Unfortunately, this technique is also the
most laborious, and the calculated structures are of a
static form of the macromolecule, which may be only an
approximation to the dynamic structure in solution. The
study of the transport properties of macromolecules in
solution (hydrodynamics) yields information directly
re levant  to  the actual  s t ructure in  solut ion,  but  the
interpretation of evidence from such techniques poses
certain problems which several decades of investigation
have not yet overcome.

There are two basic approaches for determining the
gross conformation using hydrodynamic techniques. One
rnethod is to assume a structure and then to calculate its
hydrodynamic properties, for example the intrinsic
viscosity, sedimentation coefficient or translational
dil iusion coefficient, and then to see how much these
predicted properties differ from the experimentally
determined properties for the unknown structure. The
rnodel is then 'successively changed (refined) unti l the
predicted properties converge to agree with the actual
properties. This method has been developed by
Bloomiield, Garcia de la Torre and coworkerst 

- 8. There
rs. however, a serious drawback in that the final calculated
structure may not be the only one that gives these
propertles.

The alternative approach is to calculate a structure
directly from the known hydrodynamic properties. Some
general model must, of course, be assumed, but, although
thc models available from this approach are less precise,
the method does not suffer from the uniqueness problem.
The most general, and almost universally applied, model
is the ell ipsoid of revolution, i.e. an ell ipsoid with two equal
axes' 'o. In this paper we consider the optimal procedures
for a structure calculation based upon this model, and in
the second paper ofthis seriesas show how the restriction
to two equal axes may, in appropriate cases, be relaxed.
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Theory

V o I ume - inde pe ndent shape I unc tions

There are several shape functions arising from the
various hydrodynamic properties of a macromolecular
solut ion.  The most  sal ient  are:

(l ) the viscosity increment:

tn l  _L, t lM,y : L  _  ( l )
r -  

-  
N e 4

where [4]  is  the in t r ins ic  v iscosi ty  (ml  g-r ) ,  r ' .  the swol len
specific volume (ml g- r), M, the molecular weight, I{ the
volume of  a macromolecule {ml)  and No Avogadro 's
numbcr .

{ l }  the t ranslat ional  f r ic t ional  rat io :

!=Ml t -L .po)r* ) '  
'  

, r ,
fo-  N o6n4nt  \3 4. /

where 4o is the solvent viscosity, po the solvent density and
.s is the sedimentation coefficient (extrapolated to infinite
di lu t ion) .  Fol lowing the convent ion of  Scheraga and
Mandelkernr8,To lana 0o, to below) refers to a hydrated
sphere of the same volume.

t3) the reduced molecular covolume:

r t  U
u ,ea: y oy"

where U is  the molecular  covolume (ml  mol  
- t ) .

(4) the rotational diffusion ratios:

0 i  64oV.

i l::;t"-o' l i:a' b' c) (4)

where a, b, c' refer to the semiaxes of the ell ipsoid (for a
pro late e l l ipsoid a>b:c and for  an oblate a<b:c) .

(3 )
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1 Expl ic i t  re lat ions for  vr r ' r2 ,  J ' l fo t ' ,  {J ,^ ,o,  0J0ot t ' ro ,
r i l ro t5 ' '6  (and hence rn l ro) t '  in  terms of  ax ia l  rat io  ior
ell ipsoids of revolution have been given.

The determination of all these functions. however.
requires a knowledge of the molecular volume
V.:(M,u,lN ). V" can be eliminated by various
combinations of equations (1H7) to yield shape functions
which are volume-independent:

, ,  N l r  r , ' r  N o s [ n ] t t q o, ) :  - . -  _ :-  ( f  6 2 0 0 n 2 ; ' t J ' U ' o -  M , 2 ' 3 U  - D p o ) 1 0 0 t ,

(Re f  l 8 )

,t' : :;h(i)'=ff$; (Rer,4) (e)

n:?= 
lr)+, 

(Rers to,4e) (lo)

. * :(;)"'(*)=(#)"'i*;#(|)"',,,,
(Refs 17, 19)

n:f" )  ,=3' .11! ! '  (Rei  2o) 1rr)
\ t , /  NAA'7rrr,

( 8 )
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Figure I Rate ofchange ( lst derivative) ofthe relat ive error in
various volume-independent hydrodynamic functions (defined
in the text) with respect to the relat ive imprecision in the axial
rat io of the assumed el l ipsoid of revolut ion. Numerical
dif ferentiat ion has been performed on values of the various
functions computed at intervals of I  in axial rat io, by taking rhe
analyt ical derivative of the local coeff icients ol a sl iding str ip
least-squares quadratic f i t .  The horizontal broken l ine in each
case indicates the minimum value which this derivative mr,rst
have i f  an axial rat io precise to +20'd is to be retr ieved from the
measured function, the latter being assumed to be precise to
*3_"., , .  Rates for the ry'  and Y functions are not plotted, in the
interests ofclari ty. They are close to the basel ine ( i .e. the function
is very insensit ive) for al l  values of axial rat io

(5) the dielectr ic dispersion relaxation t ime rarios:

r i  k T

i :34ov" '  
{ i :u '  b '  t ' )  (5 )

where, for ellipsoids of revolution

(Re i  2 l )  ( l - . ] )

where k, is the sedimentation concentration regression
coefficient given by:

. \ . : . s (1 -k , c ) : . s ( l  +k . r ' ) - '  ( t + )

and where .s. and .s are the sedimentation coefficients at
concentration c' and infinite dilution, respectively,

- 0i 611o0,fu1f M,
, r , : % r = : , v . o t i  ( 1 5 )

(Re is  18 ,  19 ,  l0 )

/  /  \ '  .n  ,  * : r t  -  r=1 ,n)t ':U,/ ,, =s+7f,tr .tryJ?, 
" (16r

( R e i  l 9 )

Results and discussion

Many of  the volume- independent  funct ions g iven i r r
equat ions (8F( l6)  above are extremely insensi t ive to ax ia l
ratio and sensitive to experimental error. Nevertheless.
many workers have applied them, notably the p function,
without adequate regard for the inaccuracies involved in
their use. It is therefore both important and interesting to
compare quant i ta t ive ly  thei r  sensi t iv i t ies to ax ia l  rat io
and to experimental error.

Serr.siriultl,
ln Figure / we plot the fractional change in the function

(p, R . . ) arising from a given fractionalchange in the axial

^:;['.(*)']=#

(6) the harmonic mean rotational relaxation time ratio

I
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Table l  Use of the R fu nction to predict the conformation of various macromolecules in solut ion in terms of an el l ipsoid of revolut ion
model

Protein h,*' ' ,  k,*- ' ,  , t*]r- ' ,  ^ Axia l
rat io

Model-
dependent
1I./r,-)

Model-
indepen
dent
(t , lD) Conclusion

Apoferr i t in2a

BSA2*

Fibrinogenr 5

Ova lbumina( '
C-protein: t

Myos in  2  8 ' :  o

Synthetic A-f i  lamentsro
Collagen sonicatesir

M.: -152 000
M,:330000
M,:273000
M,:227 ffiO

5.45. 6.6
I I t5.4
85 92

160.8 366

308 880
29t 756
241 564
193 428

5 .16  t . 55

2.75 2.0

7.8 0.9

3.49 1.56
12.6 0.87

234 0.18
176 0.9

1252 A.246
1078 0.270
639 0.377
400 0.483

t 2

7.75.5

t 4

1 .45 "

6.1,

t . 5 "  b

26.0b,6.65"
10"
19.5 '

2.6'� '"

I . l '

r.5".,
o q h  )  t ) ,

4.3'
t 6

2.28
2.85 '
6.12 '
9 . l l '

1.5 Approx. spherical:  agree:
with X-ray crystal lo-
graphy and electron
microscopy3e

1.4  Nor  a  hydrodynamic
etl ipsoid (c.t .  f  <2.1)a6

2.0 Prolate elt ipsoid -6:1.
Agrees with electron
microscopy26

1.2 Approx. sphericat
1 .4  ,  Ob la te  e l l ipso id  -25 :  I
l . l  f  Not  hydrodynamic
2.3 [ el l ipsoids of revolut ion

2.85 Prolate - 80:l
2.60 Prolare -65:l
2 .34  /Not  hydrodynamic
2.22 [ el l ipsoids of revolut ion

80"
64
30'
18 "

' Prolate ellipsoid; D oblate ellipsoid;. corrected to solution densitv2r

ratio. A large change in the function denotes high
sensitivity, and it is clear that the various functions diff ir
widely, both as a function of axial ratio and amons
themselves. To evaluate the practical use of the functioni
we define the following criteria:

(1) Estimates of axial ratio of worse than +20%
precision are of l i tt le or no interest.

(2) Functions can be calculated from experimental
data to a precision of better than * 3r/,, 6ut seldom to
muchbetter precision (see below). In terms of these criteria
- admittedly slightly subjective ones - we see from
F igure 1 that many of the defined functions are unusable,
especially at low axial ratio. The R and li. functions are the
most sensitive functions for the whole range but the newly
deiined lI and A functions may have application for
particles of small (but not very small) asymmetry, and the
rotational functions (dr, 7" and yr) for prolate ell ipsoids.

In addition to its purely mathematical sensitivity to
shape variation, a shape function must be judged with
respect to its insensitivity to experimental error. It is
readily seen from equarions (8), (9), (l l) and (16) that the Il,
,lt,Y, ̂ i, and 7, functions require a relatively large number
of measurements to be made, and many terms appearing
in these equations are either squared or cubed. On the
other hand, the A function [equation (12)] requires
knowledge of the harmonic mean rotational relaxation
tlme, r,,, the measurement of which suffers from problems
of internal rotation of the chromophore and segmental
rotation of the macromolecule, a good example being
fibrinogen2o'22. In order to determin e 6u or 7", a
knowledge of the rotational diffusion coefficient g, (or,
alternatively, ?o, see equation (6)) is required. According to
Benoita2, for ell ipsoids of revolution there wil l be one
electric birefringence relaxation time rn related to 6)6 byre
t,: l l60a). Using this technique,0, has been measured ro
a precision of +1.5'/, for haemoglobin and Squirere,
determining the corresponding value of 7,, has found that

the axial ratio of haemoglobin l ies within the range 1.2
(prolate) to 2.6 (oblate), corresponding to an error in ;,, of
-  + S o l

! " / o -

The evaluation of do and 7, is more complicated since
they require 0" and rr, respectively, and hence, from equa-
tion (6), the resolution of two dielectric relaxation times.
Resolution is almost impossible without constraints in the
analysis of the dispersion curve, but Moser et al.a3.aa have
developed a technique whereby 0, (or equivalently r,) is
first obtained by electric birefringence decay as above and
then used as a constraint in the analysis of the dielectric
dispersion curve to obtain ru (and hence 0"). In their
programs, Moser et al.have added the further constraint
that the correspondingy, and 7, functions give the same
axial ratio, and for bovine serum albumin they obtain a
prolate ell ipsoid of axial ratio I 0, compared with'unconstrained' values from 7o and 7r, respectively, of 3.5
and 5.1. The ratio of the two dielectric relaxation timesas
is also a volume-independent function of axial ratio; an
axial ratio of 3.0 is again obtained for BSAaa. There
remains some doubt, however, from other measuremenrs
as to whether BSA is ell ipsoidal ar all(see Table I and Ref
46\.

Although these algorithms apparently produce
resolution of the two-term dielectric dispersion curve for
an ax ia l  rat io  -3,  i t  is  not  known whether  adequate
resolution is possible lor more symmetric particlei, ie.
where the relaxation times wil l be closer. Another
diff icLrltyte is that the merhod is l imited to solutions of low
conductivity so that macromolecules in physiological
conditions cannot be examined, measurements beins
restricted to those pH values and ionic strengths at whicf,
proteins have minimum solubil ity. Finally, the relaxation
times are concentration dependent and have to be
extrapolated to infinite dilutionaT.

The degree of experimental uncertainty associated with
a calculation of values for all the various functions can be
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of some globular

Pro te in

Table 2 Crystal lographic dimensions
proteins

in the first instance may be a poor approximation to the
true st ructure.

A usefu l  cr i ter ion for  determin ing whether  the t rue
structure resembles an ell ipsoid of revolution or any
model for which data are available -- is a comparison of
the model-dependent with the model-independent
estimate of the swollen molecular volume, /", swollen
specific volume, r.., or the 'swell ing' 

ratio, r../r-, for the
prote in.

The model-dependent estimate can be found by back_
subst i tu t ion of  the ax ia l  rat io  for  the e l l ipsoid of
revolut ion,  found f rom the R funct ion,  in to equat ion ( l )
for the viscosity increment, from which r./ l can be found.
An estimate that is intlepentlent of any assumed model can
be found from the ratio o[ the viscosity resression
coefficient, k,r, to the sedimentation reiression
coefficient2l. i.e.:

Such a comparison is given for several proteins in Tuhte t.

Coiiclusions

It is evident {rom Tuhle 1 that the application of an
ell ipsoid of revolution model to many protein systems in
solution is not valid. One exception is f ibrinogen, for
which the result predicted by the hydrodynamic data
appears to agree quite accurately with that from electron
mrcroscopy.

The most l ikely protein system to which an ell ipsoid of
revolution would be a valid model is that of globular
proteins, whose shapes, as their name implies, are
reasonably regular. A perusal of the shapes and
dimensions of globular proteins predicted by X-ray
crystallography i l lustrates that in some cases an ell ipsoid
of revolution model could well be valid, e.g. lvsozvme
and cytochrome c (Titble 2: see also Table I oi Squir.
and Himmelal). In many cases, however, such as
carboxypeptidase and myoglobin, the distinction as ro
whether the protein is better modelled either by a prolate
or oblate elt ipsoid may be arbitrary and. indeed.
i rnpossib le in  some cases.

It would be a significant step forward, therefore, if the
restriction of two equal axes on the ell ipsoid were
removed to allow use of the more general .tr iaxial '

ell ipsoid. However, due either to the lack of the necessary
theoretical relationships l inking the axial dimensions of
the ell ipsoid with experimental parameters, or, even if they
are available, due to the lack of the necessary
experimental precision, numerical inversion procedures
or data analysis techniques, this model has not yet been
available. A very recent study has shown, however. that
this restriction can now be removedas.

Dimensions
(A) Reference

Carboxypeptidase
Myog lob in
Cytochrome c
Lysozyme
Ribonuclease
Pre-albumin
Haemoglobin

5 0 x 4 2 x 3 8
4 3 x 3 5 x 2 3
25 x25 x 35
4 5 x 3 0 x 3 0
3 8 x 2 8 x 2 2
7 0 x 5 5 x 5 0
6 4 x 5 5 x 5 0

) z
J-t

34
3 5
36
J I

38

estimated from values assigned to the errors in
molecular parameters from which these functions
calculated. We assign these as follows:

s,o.* O.2l/o
M , 1 . 0 %
Ut lQ+0.5* \%
u 0.5*7"
rn2 .O\
k, (1.0+0.5*)7/"
c 0.5\
U(1.5 +0.5*)\

o" 2Y"
0b t .5%
r " 1.5/"
+ 'J \o/. b  L . J  / o

The asterisked quantit ies reflect the contribution of
uncertainty in the concentration measurement which
being a systematic error wil l cancel in certain cases. From
these assigned errors, using normal statistical procedures
we may estimate the resulting uncertainty in the derived
functions as:

p 1.7% 6,2.7?;
(' 4.4% 6b 2.3%
n 2 .1% y "2 .6%
Y 2.0% % 3.3y"
L 2.7%
R t.4%

The error in the final estimated parameters is -2)" in
most cases, although the R function is a l itt le better than
this and the ry' function significantly worse. The purely
mathematical sensitivity of the various functions
discussed above and il lustrated in Figure 1 is therefore the
dominating factor in deciding which function is the most
readily usable.

The R function requires knowledge only of the
sedimentation regression coefficient k, and the intrinsic
viscosity [4] which can both be determined accuratelv bv
fitt ing data to a new universal equation for transport it ail
solute concentrations up to the crit ical packing
fraction2r'ro. This insensitivity to experimental error
strengthens the conclusion from consideration of the
sensitivity to axial ratio that the R function is by far the
most applicable to protein systems. Also, any systematic
errors in solute concentration cancel in the ratio k,l\t l .

Criterion Jbr the cloodness of fit oJ a chosen motlel
Although, using procedures defined above, a

hydrodynamical ly  equivalent  pro late or  oblate e l l ipsoid
of revolution can be fitted with reasonable precision to a
proteln structure in solution it could sti l l  be different from
either ell ipsoid, i.e. the choice of an ell ipsoid of revolution
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